Aim and Objectives
of Mon Relief and Development Committee

Aim:
Provide temporary shelters, basic needs and development assistance to refugees
and the displaced persons who become homeless and helpless situation due to
the oppression of Rangoon military regimes in Mon territory along Thailand-Burma
border.

Objectives:
1.

To help the welfares of the refugees in border areas and IDPs who are displaced inside the country, with foods, shelter and possible protection.

2.

To coordinate with local Mon people in developing the grassroots community
in the fields of health, education, literacy, agricuture and other rural development projects.

3.

To empower the local community for the participation of decision making
processes for their own lives and communities.

4.

To struggle for the human rights.
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Supplies T r a n s p o r t a t i o n Process
As MRDC has worried for delay of food supplies transportation, especially to send in
supplies to Bee Ree and Tavoy resettlement sites, it could start sending in supplies since
early February to these sites.
First, MRDC sent in supplies especially rice supplies to these
camp sites with 4-months ration for over 6, 500 returned refugees and internally displaced
persons.
By taking lessons from last year that MRDC has delayed sending in supplies and
transporting during the early rainy season, it had much difficulties to complete transportation.
Some of supplies did not reach to the destination and it had to keep in temporary rice stores
on the ways to the campsites. Then, when the rainy season ends, then it could send in these
supplies.
In order to avoid this situation, MRDC has demanded to donor agencies concerned
that to provide food supplies for the returned Mon refugees on time or to have enough time
for transportation. Therefore, donor agencies agreed to provide 4-months food supplies first
to the refugees and IDPs in these two sites.
These two campsites locate in the difficult places where the trucks could not get
access in the rainy season and only the MRDC could arrange supply transportation before
rainy season (May- June) of every year and sometimes the rain starts falling even in the early
May. Boats could get access to Bee Ree in the rainy season and but not to Tavoy in rainy
season, and sending in supplies by boats is not reliable.
In transportation of these supplies, MRDC could organize the four-wheel trucks and
about 20 trucks involved in sending in supplies to Bee Ree, while it could use only 2 trucks to
send in supplies to Tavoy campsite.
It also completed sending in supplies for the first stock
in mid-March. Then, the donor agencies will decide how many months they would add for
supplies.
Anyhow, as it already sends in supplies to these sites for 4-months, it will not
remain much supply to send in.
MRDC also expects that it would like to send in the remaining supplies before the
Songkaram festival (in mid-April) and therefore, the refugees and IDPs would have sufficient
supplies (besides for their self-produced foods and income from livelihoods) and additionally
MRDC couldavoid the difficult situation like last year.
While the Mon returned refugees are remained in the resettlement sites, there are
many Mon families in southern part of Mon State have displaced and many families also
migrated into New Mon State Party's controlled area and while some of them also reached to
Bee Ree and Tavoy camps.
Some families fled from a serious persecution and they did not
want in MRDC set IDPs villages because they concerned the troops of Burmese Army could
meet and arrest them.
Therefore, in Bee Ree campsite, MRDC has to accept and resettle some families who
fled from serious persecution - they can be killed or imprisoned or face other inhumane
abuses if they were arrested. Currently they are settled in a new section in Bee Ree camp,
called Jaing-day and over 20 families arrived there. MRDC also wanted to support them as
the returned refugees in Bee Ree camp.
In MRDC's policy, it always encouraged the fleeing IDPs families to stay at IDPs
villages and when they have opportunity or when the security condition better, it encouraged
those families to return their homes and stay at their villages. It succeeded for many families.
Many families, who fled fear of fighting or some types of human rights violations like forced

labour and taxation, tried to go back their villages and continued their farming. By this way,
MRDC wants IDPs families to not lose their farms and livelihood.
But in some cases, some IDPs families could not return their homes at all. If they
returned back their homes they could be arrested and killed. Some family heads or their
members, who were accused as rebel-supporters can be arrested and killed by the soldiers.
Those families do not dare to return back.
As the civil war in southern Burma - between the Burmese Army and different ethnic
armed groups - continues, the population displacement still continued. The Mon returned
refugees in three Mon resettlement sites could not return their homes as they have no land
spaces and no security at their homes. All of these war effected displaced people could not
find the safe place and they still need the emergency food, sheltering and medical assistance
from international community.

THE REFUGEE POPULATION OF THE THREE RESETTLEMENT SITES
(March, 2005)
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